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Foreword
vi Acknowledgements viii critical study of state practice, Liivoja concludes that states have the freedom under international law to extend their criminal law to the armed forces and associated civilians that operate abroad on the state's behalf. The author commends this practice because it prevents impunity of members of the forces or the civilians associated with them (who are immune to the host state's law) and because it increases the ability of the sending state to reign its soldiers and comply with its obligations toward the host state and its nationals. Liivoja therefore identifies a distinct ground for the extension of national criminal law abroad, which he terms 'service jurisdiction,' a unique ground that cannot be subsumed under either of the currently recognized bases for state jurisdiction. The recognition of this independent ground of jurisdiction has important immediate consequences under contemporary conditions, where foreign armies are assisted by private companies and employees who may not have the same nationality as that of the sending state. The proposal to carve up a new and independent basis for extraterritorial application of national criminal law is innovative and liberating, as it opens up the discourse on extraterritorial application of national law to fresh thinking that is not moored to the already recognized doctrines for applying national law. Indeed, there is no need to try to squeeze situations where national law should be applicable extraterritorially to the confines of the five recognized bases of jurisdiction. In this sense, the dissertation paves the way for further studies about whether other types of extraterritorial activities should (or should not) be regulated by foreign states. My biggest gratitude goes to my supervisors. Jan Klabbers is principally to be blame for me actually embarking on this project. Along the way, he discussed the obscurest details of international law with me with care and fine humour, and took no offence when I rummaged through his bookshelf like a public library. But above all, he believed in this project even when I didn't. Tim McCormack made a leap of faith by taking this project on board at a rather chaotic stage and helped me set up shop in Melbourne. He was instrumental in clarifying several intricate points of military law and the law of armed conflict. The examiners, Eyal Benvenisti and Peter Rowe -as well as the anonymous referees of Cambridge University Press -carefully reviewed the manuscript and made numerous thoughtful comments and suggestions for improvement that I have endeavoured to take into account. The arduous task of reading parts of the manuscript in draft also befell on several colleagues, in particular Nobuo Hayashi, Samuli Hurri, Tim McFarland, Kimmo Nuotio, Bruce Oswald, Jarna Petman, David Wood, and fellow members of the 'The Brain Trust'-Róisín Burke, Sarah Finnin, Anna Hood, Michelle Lesh and Sasha Radin. While preparing the book for publication, the staff of Cambridge University Press, especially Finola O'Sullivan and Lisa Sinclair, were not only supportive but graciously patient. A great number of other colleagues, as well as friends and family, succoured me in various ways on this fairly lengthy journey. I will not try to name them lest I embarrass myself by forgetting someone. But I thank them all.
This study did not quite turn out as intended. I set out to write a fairly theoretical analysis of the notion of State jurisdiction under international law but ended up with a study of a very specific point of jurisdiction Some more impersonal acknowledgements are also due. I first made some of the arguments of Chapter 2 in a book review in the Finnish Yearbook of International Law.
1 Parts of Chapters 1 and 2 appeared in No Foundations 2 and an earlier version of Chapter 7 was published in the Melbourne Journal of International Law.
3 The relevant passages are reproduced here with the kind permission of the respective publishers.
Finally -' a message from our sponsors'. The research for this book was generously supported by the Academy of Finland through the Centre of Excellence in Global Governance Research and by the Finnish Ministry of Education through the National Graduate School 'Law in a Changing World '. While I remain grateful to all the individuals and institutions mentioned for their support and input, they should not be held liable for how it all turned out -the views expressed in this book remain my responsibility alone. 
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